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SMPDD Overview
Organization
Southern Mississippi Planning and Development District (SMPDD) is a regional
organization created to assist in the promotion of the economic resources of South
Mississippi. It is believed that there are natural, human and man-made resources that
provide the framework for a diverse and growing regional economy. For over 50 years,
SMPDD has strategically utilized those resources to build a stronger Mississippi.
Established in 1967, SMPDD serves a 15-county area which includes 38
municipalities. The region covers 8,771 square miles. Much of the district is rural in
nature --- 10 counties and 21 towns are designated as rural. According to the U.S.
Census, almost 790,000 people reside in South Mississippi.
SMPDD operations are overseen by a Board of Directors. Bylaws were adopted at
inception on March 10, 1967. The 34-member board meets on a quarterly basis and
an executive committee meets as needed to ensure the agency’s policies and procedures remain aligned with the mission of the organization. Headquartered in Gulfport,
SMPDD also maintains an office in Hattiesburg.
The agency provides economic and planning services, workforce training programs,
and senior services through the Area Agency on Aging. In recent years, SMPDD
merged its Economic Development and Workforce Development divisions to better
assist its communities and provide a more holistic approach to economic
development.
The Economic/Workforce Development Division (EWD) has a professional staff with
close working relationships with partners throughout the region. The EWD Division is
responsible for the writing and implementation of this document. EWD staff also offers
technical assistance to its counties and cities in support of their individual economic
development needs. The team can assist communities with site selection responses,
leveraging of financial resources, and general strategic planning.
Over the years, SMPDD has been recognized for its innovative and effective approach
to economic and workforce development initiatives. Groups including the National
Association of Development Organizations have awarded SMPDD for its work to
improve the lives of South Mississippians.
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Southern Mississippi Planning and Development District
Board Of Directors
2016 - 2020
Board Member

Samuel Alsgood, Jr.
Petey Barnett
Bobby Bolton
Larry Bolton
Johnny Burnett
Phillip Carlisle
Lynn Cartlidge
Eric Chambless
Tommy Dews
Guy Easterling
Sedgie Foxworth
Donald Hart
Billy Hewes
Morris Hill
David Hogan
Jerry Hutto
Richard Hux
John Johnson
Darrin “Bo” Ladner
Charles Marshall
Henry McCullum
Larry McDonald
Calvin Newsom
Chris Odom
Lance Pearson
Ed Pinero
Connie Rockco
Troy Ross
Steve Seymour
Dr. Jesse Smith
Scott Strickland
John Thompson
Ray Wesson

Affiliation

Jackson County, Private Sector Representative
Jones County, Private Sector Representative
Perry County Board of Supervisors
Perry County, Minority Representative
Jones County Board of Supervisors
Lamar County Board of Supervisors
Forrest County, Workforce Private Sector Representative
Harrison County, Private Sector Representative
Forrest County, Private Sector Representative
Covington County Board of Supervisors
Marion County, Private Sector Representative
Pearl River County Board of Supervisors
Mayor, City of Gulfport
Greene County Board of Supervisors
Forrest County Board of Supervisors
Wayne County Board of Supervisors
Mayor, Town of Seminary
Harrison County, Minority Representative
Hancock County Board of Supervisors
Forrest County, Minority Representative
Jefferson Davis County, Minority Representative
George County Board of Supervisors
Marion County Board of Supervisors
Wayne County, Private Sector Representative
Stone County Board of Supervisors
Mayor, City of Picayune
Harrison County Board of Supervisors
Jackson County Board of Supervisors
Hancock County, Private Sector Representative
President, Jones County Jr. College
Stone County, Workforce Private Sector Representative
Jefferson Davis County Board of Supervisors
Harrison County, Workforce Private Sector Representative
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CEDS Process
The CEDS process has been guided by the Economic Development Administration’s
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy Guidelines: Recommendations for
Creating an Impactful CEDS. SMPDD formed a CEDS Committee comprised of seven
individuals throughout the geographic service area. The process relied heavily on the
expertise and local/regional knowledge of these individuals.
SMPDD is involved in a number of planning activities and most recently completed a
Sector Strategy for its 24-county workforce district. The Sector Strategy document was
used in the formation of the CEDS 2018-2020. Both documents are very inclusive and
include the opportunity for input from not only their respective planning committees but
also elected officials, economic developers, community leaders and other stakeholders
through the fifteen-county region. Additionally, the CEDS Plan was made available for
review by the public at www.smpdd.com on March 1, 2018.
The CEDS process was guided by the components listed below, as outlined by EDA.
The final document follows the same outline.
•
•
•
•

Background
Regional Analysis
Strategic Direction/Action Plan
Evaluation/Performance Measures

CEDS Committee Structure
The CEDS committee is comprised of seven (7) members representing both the public
sector and private sector. Member selection was made by the EWD staff and based
on:
•
Economic development experience
•
Knowledge of the region or a sub-region
•
Representative of main economic interests of the region
Committee Member

Affiliation

Charlie Beasley

Mississippi Power Company

Janel Carothers

Hancock County Port and Harbor Commission

Emile Koury

Private Sector, SMPDD Loan Committee

Sandy Holifield

Economic Development Authority of Jones County

Brandi Hough

Harrison County Development Commission

Calvin Newsom

Marion County Board of Supervisors

Lori Watts

Marion County Development Partnership
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Regional Analysis & Strategic Findings
In order to craft the economic development strategy, SMPDD gathered data to help
answer the question “Where are we now?”. It is important to identify strengths and
weaknesses as well as opportunities and threats that can impact the economic wellbeing of the region. Background information helps to identify trends and anticipate
what may happen in the future.
SMPDD relied on national, state and local data sources to assess the current
economic health of the region. The recent Sector Strategy developed by SMPDD was
also used as an important source of information.
The full assessment is below:

Population and Demographics
General Population

250,000

200,000

Year

SMPDD Population

Statewide Estimate

2000

727,624

2,844,658

2010

771,793

2,967,297

2016

789,849

2,988,726

Source: U.S. Census Bureau - 2010 Census

150,000

Series1
Series2
100,000

Series3

50,000

0

In the chart above: the first column (blue) represents the county’s 2000 population, the second (red) represents the
2010 population, and the third (green) represents the 2016 population estimates from the Census.
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Strategic Finding
The population of South Mississippi has seen a minimal increase between 2010
and 2016. The slight increase of 1% is the same as the 1% increase that the state
as a whole has seen. While the growth is slow, some counties have experienced
more population increases than others. Those experiencing the most growth in
population are more urbanized in nature and have more employment opportunities.
It can be concluded that those counties will continue to grow at a faster rate than
rural counties. It can also be assumed that the more rural counties may lose
population unless more job opportunities become available.
Population by Race
Race

2010

Percentage

2016

Percentage

White

551,674

71%

563,298

69.3%

Black

181,133

23%

191,231

23.5%

.40%

2,391

0.33%

1.4%

11,501

1.42%

3.7%

30,347

3.73%

Two or More
11,694
1.5%
Races
Source: U.S. Census Bureau - 2010 Census

14,010

1.72%

American Indian, 2,966
Eskimo or Aleut
Asian or Pacific
10,755
Islander
Hispanic Origin
28,434

Strategic Finding
The population breakdown by race in 2016 is nearly the same as it was in 2010.
This is not surprising, considering that total population saw only a 1% increase.
Population by Gender
Year

SMPDD
Population

Number of
Males

Percent of
Males

Number of
Females

Percent of
Females

2010

771,793

380,394

49.6%

391,399

50.4%

2016

789,849

387,740

49.1%

402,309

50.9%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2012-2016 American Community Survey

Strategic Finding
The female and male populations are nearly equal in distribution. This fact has
held true for several decades now.
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Population by Age Distribution
2016 Estimates

Population

Percentage

Total Population

789,849

100%

Under 19 years

212,207

26.9%

20 to 24 years

57,264

7.2%

25 to 34 years

105,868

13.4%

35 to 44 years

98,259

12.4%

45 to 54 years

104,571

13.2%

55 to 59 years

51,920

6.6%

60 to 64 years

46,551

5.9%

65 to 74 years

67,333

8.5%

74 to 84 years

33,909

4.3%

85 and over

11,967

1.6%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2012-2016 American Community Survey

Strategic Finding
The largest single population group by age is under 19 years, representing nearly
27% of the total population. The workforce age group consists of those between
20 and 64. Adding the age groups together, the workforce age group equals
58.7% of the general population. It can be concluded that this is a sufficient
number of people to fill the jobs that are required of business and industry.
Labor Force and Employment
Labor Force by Place of Residence - SMPDD
Total Civilian

Unemployed

Unemployment Rate

Employed

2011

351,500

33,790

9.6%

317,710

2012
2013

343,000
330,330

29,860
26,840

8.7%
8.1%

313,140
303,490

2014
2015

324,580
329,690

23,230
20,940

7.2%
6.4%

301,340
308,750

2016
331,610
19,810
6.0%
2017
Data not yet published
Source: Mississippi Department of Employment Security, Annual Averages
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311,800

2016 Area Unemployment
6%
94%

Strategic Finding
The total labor force in South Mississippi has decreased consistently since 2011. This
can be attributed to a negligible overall increase in population as well as the baby
boomers reaching retirement age. This could be an issue for employers looking to fill
jobs. On the upside, it appears the unemployment rate has consistently decreased
from year to year since 2011.
Employment by Industry
Employment by
Industry
(By Place of Work)

Area
Estimate

Statewide
Estimate

Total
Nonagricultural

289,490

1,151,000

Manufacturing

32,290

143,000

Nonmanufacturing 257,200

1,008,000

Source: Mississippi Department of Employment Security,
2017 Annual Labor Force Report

Strategic Finding
A large majority of the jobs in South Mississippi are nonagricultural. Manufacturing
jobs make up over 32% of the jobs and nonmanufacturing jobs account for eight times
as many jobs. This is likely a result of the decrease in manufacturing in both the state
and national economy.
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Employee Participation Rate
Workforce participation rates are a concern for
employers and economic developers. For the
last 10 years, SMPDD has noted this problem
in its economic assessment. It has long been a
concern that there is a large number of people
who choose not to work and are simply
disengaged from the workforce. As part of
SMPDD’s workforce strategy, this problem will
be further explored. Attached in the Appendix
is a map depicting the labor force percentage
rates for every county in the State of
Mississippi.
County/Area

2014 Rate

2015 Rate

2016 Rate

Covington

52.1%

50.9%

53.9%

Forrest

62.0%

62.6%

61.1%

George

52.8%

51.6%

50.4%

Greene

39.1%

39.2%

38.4%

Hancock

57.4%

56.2%

57.7%

Harrison

64.7%

63.8%

63.2%

Jackson

60.6%

59.2%

59.2%

Jefferson
Davis

51.0%

48.5%

49.2%

Jones

54.6%

54.3%

55.3%

Lamar

65.7%

66.3%

67.6%

Marion

50.2%

50.8%

51.6%

Pearl River

53.0%

52.8%

52.9%

Perry

48.8%

49.4%

46.8%

Stone

55.3%

53.9%

54.6%

Wayne

54.6%

54.6%

53.0%

SMPDD Area

54.8%

54.3%

54.3%

Mississippi

58.4%

58.0%

57.8%

Source: American Community Survey, Census
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Labor Force Participation Rate
59.0%
58.0%
57.0%
56.0%
55.0%
54.0%
53.0%
52.0%

2014

2015
SMPDD Area

2016
MS

Strategic Finding
There also appears to be a
population that may be trainable
and hireable but lack the essential
skills to get and keep a job. SMPDD
has noted this in the past and in the
last year the state has launched a
new “soft skills” training program
to address the issue. The Smart
Start Program is being implemented
throughout the SMPDD area,
mostly through the community
college system. It is too early to
track any improvements, but this
effort to address the problem is a
step in the right direction.

Occupations in Demand
2014 - 2024 Occupational Projections for the SMPDD Service Area
Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement
Teachers, Postsecondary

• 50.0%
• 40.0%

Interpreters and Translators
Operations Research Analysts

• 33.3%

Chemistry Teachers, Postsecondary

• 33.3%

Foreign Language and Literature Teachers,
Postsecondary

• 33.3%

Recreation and Fitness Studies Teachers,
Postsecondary

• 33.3%

Chiropractors

• 33.3%

Anesthesiologists

• 33.3%

Psychiatrists

• 33.3%

Audiologists

• 33.3%

Orthotists and Prosthetists

• 33.3%

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical
Workers, All Other

• 33.3%

Occupational Therapy Assistants

• 33.3%

Mechanical Door Repairers

• 33.3%

Sailors and Marine Oilers

• 33.3%

Physical Therapist Assistants
Occupational Therapy and Physical Therapist
Assistants and Aides

• 29.6%
• 28.9%

Health Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary • 28.6%
Personal Financial Advisors

Web Developers

• 26.7%
• 25.0%

Table: Top 20 Occupations in the SMPDD Service Area projected to be in demand for the 20142024 time period.
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2014 - 2024 Occupational Projections for the SMPDD Service Area
Electronic Equipment Installers and Repairers, Motor
Vehicles

• -42.9%

• -36.4%

Communications Equipment Operators

• -34.4%

Switchboard Operators, Including Answering Service

• -33.3%

Travel Agents

• -33.3%

Molding, Coremaking, and Casting Machine Setters,
Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic

• -33.3%

Tool Grinders, Filers, and Sharpeners

• -33.3%

Photographic Process Workers and Processing Machine
Operators

• -25.0%
• -21.1%

Word Processors and Typists
Sewing Machine Operators

• -20.8%

Medical Transcriptionists

• -20.0%

Social Scientists and Related Workers, All Other

• -20.0%

Title Examiners, Abstractors, and Searchers

• -20.0%

Nuclear Medicine Technologists

• -20.0%

Mail Clerks and Mail Machine Operators, Except Postal
Service

• -20.0%

Office Machine Operators, Except Computer

• -18.5%

Grinding, Lapping, Polishing, and Buffing Machine Tool
Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic

• -18.2%

Radio and Television Announcers

• -18.2%

Computer Operators

• -17.6%

Cutting, Punching, and Press Machine Setters, Operators,
and Tenders, Metal and Plastic

• -16.7%

Respiratory Therapy Technicians

Table: Top 20 Occupations in the SMPDD Service Area projected to be out of demand for the 20142024 time period.
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Strategic Finding
SMPDD has thoroughly researched both occupations in demand and occupations
projected to be out of demand through the year 2024. Reviewing the top 20, it is
evident that the jobs have a skill level that requires training. Workforce training must
continue to be a priority for the region.
While not listed on the tables, tourism is a large industry in the South Mississippi
region. It should be noted that tourism jobs continue to increase. Even though the pay
is on the low end of the income scale, the tourism industry continues to be an important
part of the overall economy of the region.

Income
2016 Income Data

Area Estimate

Statewide Estimate

Total Personal Income

$483,278.00

$430,389,000,000.00

Per Capita Personal Income

$32,218.53

$35,484.00

Average Weekly Wage

$768.95

$779.38

Average Median Household
Income

$39,985.33

$40,528.00

Average Median Household Income and Average Weekly Wage from Census 2016 data.
Per Capita Personal Income from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2016-2017 data.
Strategic Finding
The average weekly wage of South Mississippians is slightly lower than that of the
statewide average. Furthermore, the state’s average income has historically been less
than that of the rest of the nation. SMPDD will focus on strategies that will raise the
income level. The newly launched Sector Strategy is geared toward jobs that provide
a minimum wage of $12 per hour. Raising the income is a process where first the skill
levels must be increased. It is noted that the more developed counties have higher
wages than the more rural counties, but challenges still exist overall.
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SMPDD Area Hourly Wage Averages
$25.00

$20.00

Hourly Wage

$15.00
MIT Living Wage
BLS 2015 Average Hourly
BLS 2016 Average Hourly
BEA 2015 Per Capita Hourly

$10.00

BEA 2016 Per Capita Hourly Avg.

$5.00

MIT Living Wage Calculated by
assuming a household contains:
2 Adults (1 Working) 1 Child

$0.00
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Poverty
SMPDD Area

2016 Estimates

All Persons
Total Status Determined

769,451

Below Poverty Level

160,093

% Below Poverty Level

20.80%

All Families
Total Status Determined

197,947

Below Poverty Level

32,384

% Below Poverty Level

16.35%

Female Householder Families
Total Status Determined

47,423

Below Poverty Level

19,778

% Below Poverty Level

41.70%

Strategic Finding
Poverty rates continue to be a concern
for the region and the state, and only
enhances the argument that higher skill
jobs and higher paying jobs should be
targeted. Female head of household
families are more likely to live in
poverty. Programs should be
implemented to raise the skill level of
single mothers and supportive services
to help them succeed should be
explored.

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2012-2016
American Community Survey
Below Poverty Level
Total Status Determined

Below Poverty Level

All Persons
All Families

Total Status Determined

Female Householder Families

Below Poverty Level
Total Status Determined
0

100,000 200,000 300,000 400,000 500,000 600,000 700,000 800,000 900,000
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Educational Attainment
Education - Persons 25 years
and over

Area
Data As Of
Estimate

Statewide
Estimate

Percent High School Graduate

87.5%

2016

83.0%

Percent College Graduate
(Associate/Bachelors)

18.0%

2016

21.0%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2012-2016 American Community Survey

Strategic Finding
South Mississippi has more high school graduates (87.5%) than the statewide
estimate. Less than 20% of the population has a two or four-year degree. The region
has continued to raise its high school educational attainment. While an increase in
college graduates would be beneficial, it is also important that there be a concentration
on career and technical education options in order to meet the needs of existing
industry. There has been a stigma associated with vocational education that SMPDD
and others across the state are working to address. A four-year degree is not the only
path to a successful career.

Building Permits
Year
2001

SMPDD Building
Permits
1,207

2010

990

2016

2,702

Strategic Finding
Between 2001 and 2010, there was an overall decrease
in the number of building permits issued in the SMPDD
area. However, since 2010 that number has almost
tripled. SMPDD must continue to support and facilitate
efforts to grow new business.

Source: U.S. Census Bureau,
2012-2016 American Community Survey
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Infrastructure
Water Supply and Treatment
The quality and quantity of existing water and sewer facilities are essential for
promoting economic development in the area. There must be adequate water and
sewer service. All of the SMPDD’s municipalities operate their own water systems.
The majority of these systems utilize wells as water source. The rural areas use
water districts, rural water associations and private water companies to serve the
unincorporated areas.
Sewer facilities have seen great improvements in recent years, mostly
attributable to more stringent federal regulations that have required local
governments to improve sewerage treatment. Disposal is provided by municipal
systems, water and sewer districts, and private companies.
Strategic Finding
For the majority of the SMPDD area, the overall water and sewer infrastructure,
capacity, and quality is good. There are some areas that need upgrades, including the
lagoon in Hattiesburg. It is always a challenge to keep up with necessary system
improvements as they are costly and should be planned for in advance.
Solid Waste
Landfills are used by every county to dispose of solid waste. Open dumps in the region are prohibited by federal law. Solid waste disposal is closely monitored by the
Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality. There are some recycling programs
in place throughout the region, usually operated through contract by the counties and
municipalities. It is generally limited to residential waste.
Strategic Finding
Recycling and reclamation is not in place throughout the region. And, the programs
vary from community to community. Additionally, there have been no viable alternatives to landfills that have been implemented. It would serve the region well to explore
other options.
Industrial Sites
See attached spreadsheet included in Appendix.
Strategic Finding
The SMPDD region has established industrial parks with adequate infrastructure and
attributes that are attractive to new industry and meet the needs of existing industry.
However, the amount of developable property controlled by local government is lacking
in some areas. Counties need to identify land for future growth. Where feasible, some
counties may want to partner as a regional approach to economic development.
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Airports
There are fifteen public airports in the SMPDD area, including air carrier facilities, general aviation facilities and military facilities. Commercial airline service is available in
Gulfport/Biloxi and Laurel/Hattiesburg. Though not physically located in the SMPDD
area, New Orleans, Mobile and Jackson all have airports that provide commercial service to the region.
The Gulfport/Biloxi International Airport is the largest in the SMPDD area with moderate
and competitive airfares direct to Atlanta, Charlotte, Dallas/Ft. Worth, Houston, Orlando, and points beyond. Non-commercial airports are also available in some counties;
that information can be found in the attached industrial sites section of the Appendix.
Strategic Finding
There is adequate air service in the region. The local airports have done a good job of
securing money for expansions to better serve the public and have added several new
destinations over the last year.
Ports
The Mississippi State Port is located in Gulfport and has seen a significant transformation in the past decade. During fiscal year 2017, the Port awarded more than $45 million in construction contracts and currently has 12 construction projects with a contract
value of more than $216 million underway. In 2014, the Port agreed to contribute $8
million from Port reserves, along with funding from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
to dredge the channel to its full operational depth of 36 feet; this project was completed
in February 2015. The Port is currently pursuing the necessary approvals to deepen
the channel up to 47 feet to allow for larger vessels to enter Gulfport. Other recent,
notable achievements by the Port in Gulfport include: the creation of 425 new jobs of
which 78% are held by low-and moderate-income persons (this initiative began in May
of 2011); becoming one of 17 Strategic Seaports in the nation and assisting in their first
military deployment; and acquiring a 116-acre Inland Port Facility.
Port Bienville in Hancock County connects directly to U.S. Highway 90 by access road
and is ten miles from Interstate 10 and eighteen miles from the intersection of Interstates 10, 12 and 59. Port Bienville is home to a 3,600-acre industrial park with 13
leading companies employing a workforce of 600+; the industrial park’s shortline rail
connection to CSX allows the existing industries at Port Bienville to take advantage
of the accessibility to the entire Eastern United States with their rail connection. A 12
foot channel connects Port Bienville to the Mississippi Sound and the Intercoastal Waterway. The shallow draft port is equipped with 600 feet of dock space, three primary
berths and an additional 300-foot berth and turning basin.
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The Port of Pascagoula is a full-service deep water port located on the southeastern
coast of Mississippi. The operations at the Port of Pascagoula include two harbors
which allow for a combination of public and private terminals.
The West Harbor and East Harbor are geared to accommodate efficient handling of
cargo - an excess of 32 million tons of cargo make their way through the channel
annually. The largest seaport in Mississippi, the Port of Pascagoula also ranks nationally in the top 20 ports in foreign cargo volume. The Port of Pascagoula offers 42 feet
and 38 feet deep channels; weather protected rail operations; and a short distance to
shipping lanes, requiring an average pilotage time of 90 to 120 minutes.
Strategic Finding
The ports in South Mississippi are great assets for economic development and help
to provide a competitive advantage. All three ports continue to make major improvements as funds allow. Physical maintenance and attention to the needs of the marketplace are important factors that port operators must continuously address. Port
improvements are usually very costly but the impact can also be tremendous. Accessibility to and from ports by rail and truck can be an issue for the more rural parts of
the region.
Railways
Seven systems serve SMPDD’s 15-county service area. Comprehensive rail service
includes carload, trailer on flat car, container on flat car, and mini-bridge shipments.
Railroads in south Mississippi are part of an almost 25,000 mile track stretching from
both coasts of Canada through the central United States to the Gulf Coast, Texas, and
Mexico.
The Mississippi Development Authority offers the Mississippi Rail Grant Program that
provides grants to public and private railroads to finance railroad projects that promote
economic growth and job creation in Mississippi. Eligible projects must identify specific repairs or improvements to a rail line that would make the line more competitive
when providing services to industry in Mississippi.
The Mississippi Development Authority also offers the Freight Rail Service Revolving
Loan Program that provides loans to municipalities and counties for freight rail service
projects. The goal of the Loan Program is to promote commerce and economic growth
in the state of Mississippi through increased rail usage and productivity.
Shortline rail improvements continue to be studied for the eastern portion of the
SMPDD service area.
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Strategic Finding
The rail system is adequate in the region, though there are some problems with shortline rail service that should be addressed to better serve the more rural communities.
There is also a lack of intermodal capacity with the port facilities on the Gulf Coast.

Highways, Roads and Bridges
The Mississippi Development Authority offers the Economic Development Highway
Fund that identifies road construction necessary to make business sites accessible to
highways. General obligation bonds are available to cover expenses incurred on the
construction and improvement of highways. The typical private investment requirement is $70 million. Municipalities and counties must apply on behalf of a new or expanded industry based on the public infrastructure needs of the project.
In 1987, the Mississippi Legislature passed an unprecedented $1.6 billion long-range
highway bill, commonly known as the “1987 Highway Program.” At the time, it was one
of the most comprehensive in the country and called for the construction of over 1,000
miles of four-lane highways across the state. It also established a funding mechanism
for construction in the form of an 18.4 cent per gallon fuel tax.
Unfortunately, the “1987 Highway Program” did not address funding needs to preserve
Mississippi’s highway system into the future or account for inflation in the construction of additional roadways. Over the past 30 years, rising construction costs with no
increases in funding has forced MDOT to shift to a maintenance only approach and
focus on system preservation.
Individual counties in Mississippi are responsible for all county roads and bridges that
are not federal, state, or state-aid designated roadways.
Strategic Finding
South Mississippi should work to improve its network of roads, especially as it relates
to industrial park and port access. The region should continue to work with the state to
ensure the quality of the roads is adequate. The region should consider private public
partnerships where possible and leaders should also stay abreast of any federal
funding that may become available for improvements.
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County

Rail Service

Interstates & Highways

Forrest

Canadian National/Illinois
Central
Kansas City Southern
Norfolk Southern
Canadian National/Illinois
Central
Mississippi Export
Canadian National/Illinois
Central
CSX Transportation

US 98
MS 26; MS 57; MS 63

Covington

George

Greene
Hancock

Canadian National/Illinois
Central

Harrison

CSX Transportation
Kansas City Southern

Jackson

CSX Transportation
Mississippi Export

Jefferson
Davis
Jones

None

Lamar

Norfolk Southern

Marion

Canadian National/Illinois
Central
Norfolk Southern

Pearl River

Norfolk Southern

Stone

Canadian National/Illinois
Central
Kansas City Southern

Wayne

Meridian Southern

Perry
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US 49; US 84
MS 35; MS 37; MS 184; MS 588; MS
598; MS 590; MS 532; MS 535
I-59
US 11; US 49; US 98
MS 13; MS 42; MS 44

US 98
MS 42; MS 57; MS 63
I-10
US 90
MS 43; MS 53; MS 603; MS 607
I-10; I-110
US 49, US 90
MS 15; MS 53; MS 67; MS 605
I-10
US 90
MS 57; MS 63
US 84
MS 13; MS 35; MS 42; MS 43
I-59
US 11; US 84
MS 15; MS 28; MS 29
I-59
US 11; US 98
MS 13; MS 42; MS 44
US 98
MS 13; MS 35; MS 43; MS 44
I-59
US 11
MS 13; MS 26; MS 43; MS 53
US 98
MS 15; MS 29; MS 42
US 49
MS 15; MS 26; MS 29
US 45; US 84
MS 63

Broadband Telecommunications
Since the creation of the Mississippi Broadband Connect Coalition (MBCC) in 2010,
MBCC has been awarded over $7 million in federal grants for Mississippi’s Broadband
Initiative which has produced a strategic plan for the improvement of digital literacy,
increased access to broadband, and enabled a greater adoption of broadband
throughout the state. There continues to be a division in the state transcending income
to both rural and urban settings; in January 2018 the Connect Americans Now, and
their local partnerships in Mississippi, announced a plan to eliminate the digital divide
by the year 2022. Through an alliance with the Federal Communications Commission
and other policy makers, Connect Americans Now plans to ensure that there is
sufficient unlicensed low band spectrum in every market in the country to enable
broadband connectivity.
Along the Mississippi Gulf Coast, the Gulf Coast Broadband Initiative was established
to create timely, redundant, universal and affordable ultra-high speed Internet
connectivity. The Gulf Coast Broadband Initiative has stimulated a large scale
infrastructure investment that could eventually provide between one-third to one-half of
the public fiber network.

Strategic Finding
While there are significant efforts underway to enhance broadband telecommunications
in the SMPDD area, there is still significant progress that needs to be made to level our
infrastructure with the rest of the United States.

Electricity
In Mississippi the average monthly commercial electricity bill is $464, which ranks 38th
in the nation. The average monthly commercial rate is 7.53% less than the U.S. average commercial rate. The Mississippi average monthly industrial bill is $12,267, which
ranks 18th in the nation. The average monthly industrial rate is 6.45% less than the
national average industrial rate. Finally, the average Mississippi residential electricity
bill in Mississippi is $122, which ranks 12th in the nation. The average residential electricity rate is 13.64% less than the national average.
Strategic Finding
Overall, Mississippi has competitive electricity rates and has no capacity or reliability
issues.
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Natural Gas
Natural gas is supplied in the SMPDD area by several major distributors: CenterPoint
Energy, Spire Energy, the Union Company, Sempra U.S. Gas & Power, Dixie Utilities,
Atmos Energy, Walthall Natural Gas Company, Chickasawhay Natural Gas District and
Jackson County Utilities. There are also eight municipal gas systems.
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), though Mississippi is
not as rich in crude oil and natural gas resources as some of our neighboring Gulf
Coast states, the role the state plays in America’s energy supply becomes particularly
evident when an approaching hurricane forces the temporary shutdown of the state’s
natural gas processing plants and the large oil refineries located along the Mississippi
Gulf Coast. As reported by the EIA, Mississippi’s natural gas production accounts for
only about 0.2% of the nation’s total, following three decades of decline of its natural
gas production. Though the production of natural gas in Mississippi is low, the state
stores approximately 4% of the nation’s natural gas supply.
Strategic Finding
Though the production of natural gas in Mississippi is lower that other states in the
nation, there appears to be no apparent supply or demand problems with the natural
gas suppliers in the region. The region should continue to work with companies to
deliver reliable service and to plan for new development in partnership with natural gas
companies. This relationship is crucial for communities in the region that have
industrial sites without a natural gas supply because it leads to industrial property
becoming undevelopable.
Renewable Energy
The Energy Information Administration identifies that Mississippi does not have a
renewable portfolio standard. Renewable resources—in the form of biomass—provide
only slightly more than 2% of the state’s utility-scale power generation and are not a
significant part of Mississippi’s energy supply mix. However, with almost two-thirds of
the state forested and more than one-fourth of the state’s land used for agriculture,
Mississippi has an abundant renewable biomass resource. Biomass from wood and
wood waste provides almost all of the state’s utility-scale renewably fueled power
generation. Mississippi biomass comes from the wood products and paper
manufacturing industries, which together contribute almost one-tenth of the state’s
manufacturing gross domestic product; logging residues also contribute to the biomass
total in Mississippi. The state has additional biomass resources, including landfills and
agricultural wastes such as poultry litter and crop residues, which could be used.
Although Mississippi’s hot and humid weather conditions create clouds and haze that
decrease the effectiveness of electricity generation from solar photovoltaic panels,
solar energy potential does exist, and small-scale, customer-sited arrays of solar
panels have been installed at residential and commercial locations.
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Solar capacity in the state, although small, has been rapidly increasing, rising from
about 3 megawatts in 2015 to 10.2 megawatts of installed solar capacity by the end of
2016. Mississippi’s potential for wind-powered generation is also relatively small
because of the state’s scarce wind resources. There has been no utility-scale wind
development in the state.
Mississippi has one operational ethanol plant, located outside of the SMPDD service
area. The plant, which uses corn as a feedstock, began operating in 2007 and has
since been upgraded. Two more ethanol plants have been proposed, one of which is a
cellulosic ethanol plant that would use wood waste as feedstock. Mississippi also has
five biodiesel production plants that use a variety of feedstocks, including soy oil.
Strategic Finding
There are several factors that influence energy policy in the State of Mississippi. First,
energy policy may largely be market-driven. Since energy costs in the state are
relatively inexpensive, the market has not demanded that alternative or renewable
energy resources be pursued. Mississippi is not in a position where the public and
private sector fill an immediate need to implement renewable energy projects as a
means of reducing cost.
Local developers should stay engaged regarding national and state policies affecting
energy production and consumption.
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Industry Sectors
In 2017, SMPDD as the fiscal agent for the Twin Districts Workforce Development Area
established a Sector Strategy Plan. Through the planning process and based on solid
market data, three sectors were identified as areas of focus for the region: Advanced
Manufacturing, Energy and Chemicals, and Healthcare. It was determined that these
sectors have quality job growth potential and provide livable wages. The three sectors
are defined below.

Advanced Manufacturing
Advanced Manufacturing is perhaps the most difficult sector to define, since there is
not an official description that has been agreed upon at a national or even a state level.
Research showed one popular definition to be “manufacturing that entails rapid transfer of science and technology into manufacturing products and processes” (Survey of
Definitions by the White House and states). Another source describes the sector as
“manufacturers who think and do faster and, by definition, these advantages make them
advanced” (Industrial College of the Armed Forces). It has been found that some definitions focus on what is made; some definitions focus on how something is made.
For purposes of this CEDS Plan, advanced manufacturing may be defined by both the
product or the process. Advanced manufacturing is characterized by a skilled labor
force, innovative production systems, and is dynamic by nature – meaning it can and
will change over time. For example, shipbuilding and aerospace were both identified as
examples of advanced manufacturing in the SMPDD region. Advanced manufacturing in
the SMPDD area is both established and emerging.
The skill gaps and shortages that were identified by the Advanced Manufacturing Focus
Groups include the following
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welding – Pipe welding, structural welding, etc.
Electrical
Millwrights
Outside Machinists
Forklift Drivers
Machine Operators
Electrical and instrumentation engineers.
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Energy and Chemicals
The Energy and Chemicals sector can be more well-defined in the SMPDD region.
Energy includes two elements, both generation as well as transmission and distribution. Exploration and development are also considerations. It encompasses
many energy resources such as oil, natural gas, coal and biomass. Sustainable,
renewable energy is also a focus.
Chemicals is a mature sector that is largely characterized by its products, with manufacturing industries using raw materials to produce some 70,000 different products
worldwide. The plastics and polymers industry can be included as an overlapping
sub-sector.
Energy and Chemicals sector is established and emerging in the SMPDD area.
The Mississippi Energy Institute, a CEDS planning partner, states the following:
“Energy is the lifeblood of our economy. Every part of our economy relies on
energy in some way. In a fast-changing world, the ability to expand Mississippi’s
economy, and improve quality of life is heavily dependent on the availability of
abundant energy at an affordable cost.”
The skill gaps and shortages that were identified by the Energy and Chemicals Focus Groups include the following
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Linemen in the Pine Belt region
Electrical
Cyber security
Lay technicians
Coding
Mechatronics
Relay technicians
Industrial maintenance technicians
Welding
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Healthcare
One of the largest industries in the SMPDD region is the Healthcare sector. It is an
established sector, a large employer and has well-aligned workforce training programs
in place. SMPDD adopted the Healthcare definition as defined by the Mississippi State
Code:
1.
A business engaged in the research and development of pharmaceuticals, biologic, biotechnology, diagnostic imaging, medical supplies, medical equipment or medicine and related manufacturing or processing, medical service providers, medical product distribution, or laboratory testing, or
2.
A business that is located on land owned by or leased from an academic health
science center with a medical school accredited by the Liaison Committee on Medical
Education and a hospital accredited by the Joint Committee on Accreditation of Healthcare organizations.
The skill gaps and shortages that were identified by the Healthcare Focus Groups include the following
•
•
•
•

Programmer analysis (electronic medical records)
Ultrasound technician (rural areas)
Shortage of nurses by 2020
Biomedical technician
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Economic Resiliency
No economic development strategy is complete without considering the resiliency of a
region. South Mississippi has certainly learned over the years that even the best
intentions and plans are subject to misfortunes, many of which we have no control.
There are, however, steps that a region can take to mitigate some potential disruptions
and maintain as healthy an economy as possible, even in the challenging times.
Since 2007, the CEDS for the SMPDD region has recognized the link between
resiliency planning and economic development planning. The CEDS has included the
following statement in its action plan: “Act as a contingency hub that will ensure
commerce continues to flow and expedite recovery in the event of natural, political, or
economic disasters or downturns.” SMPDD will continue to act in that capacity as part
of its 2018-2022 CEDS work plan.
For many years, SMPDD has been directly involved in hazard mitigation planning for
its cities and counties as either primary author or committee member. The plans are
for a five-year period as mandated by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA). Plans are written by assessing risks and developing mitigation strategies. All
of the 15 counties and 38 municipalities either maintain their own plan or are part of a
county or regional plan.
In 2013, SMPDD went a step further and conducted a research project titled
Integrating Hazard Mitigation into Local Planning to Support Community Resiliency on
the Mississippi Gulf Coast. Funded by the Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Consortium,
the project was based on the assumption that planning documents in most cities and
counties are in two distinct categories – those that plan for future growth and those that
address hazards and emergency management. SMPDD staff conducted extensive
research that identified linkages and gaps between the comprehensive plans and
hazard mitigation plans in six counties and the municipalities within. Revision guides
were provided to all jurisdictions outlining how to address the gaps and thereby
incorporating resiliency into the comprehensive plans and other guiding documents.
Also in 2013, SMPDD was a major partner in the Gulf Coast Plan for Opportunity, an
economic development plan for the three coast counties of South Mississippi. The
planning process was funded under HUD’s Sustainable Communities program.
Resiliency and sustainability were cornerstones of the plan.
In 2009, the coastal counties of Hancock, Harrison, and Jackson received new
Digital Flood Insurance Rate Maps (DFIRMs) from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA). The maps significantly altered the Special Flood
Hazard Area and it has been detrimental to post-Katrina recovery efforts.
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In 2016, the State of Mississippi appropriated funding for the development and modernization of the DFIRM’s in the three counties with anticipation that they will more
accurately reflect the Gulf Coast landscape. The mapping process is underway and
should be completed in late 2021.
Through this CEDS process, SMPDD has identified some forces that have or could
impact the economy. The forces are listed below and will be addressed in the Action
Plan.
•
Natural disasters, especially hurricanes and tornadoes
•
Rise in insurance rates
•
Elevation requirements in low-lying areas
•
Oil spills or other environmental hazards
•
National economic downturns
•
Uncertainty of state grant/bond programs
•
Uncertainty of federal funding programs
Addressing these issues will help the SMPDD area better withstand any economic
disruptions that may occur.
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Goals & Objectives
The 2017-2022 goals and objectives were formulated based on the current CEDS as
well as the new regional assessment and strategic findings. In 2017, a Sector Strategy
plan for workforce development was produced by SMPDD. The findings and
recommendations in that document were also relied upon in determining the goals and
objectives of the CEDS.
In addition to the Goals and Objectives, an Action Plan has been developed showing
timeline, accountability methods, and performance measures/indicators.
Goal 1:
Be recognized as the premier region in Mississippi that thinks and works
together regardless of geographic boundaries.
•

Coordinate the preparation, maintenance and implementation of the
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy to include all 15 SMPDD
counties.

•

Provide information to the Economic Development Administration on the status
of SMPDD programs, projects, activities and related needs that may qualify for 		
EDA funding.

•

Coordinate networking between federal, state, regional and local agencies as it 		
relates to the funding of economic development projects and other activities.

•

Act as a contingency hub that will ensure commerce continues to flow and
expedite recovery in the event of natural, political or economic disasters or down		
turns.

•

Encourage cities and counties to implement cooperative programs that benefit 		
the entire region, recognizing the ability of metro and micro areas to draw 			
more interest.

Goal 2:
Create new jobs, additional wealth, and a better quality of life for the region by
creating new and supporting established economic development programs.
•

Support physical infrastructure improvements including water, sewer, gas,
electricity, broadband and others identified by economic development partners.
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•

Support the development and growth of airports and seaports in the region
including access to and from by rail and truck.

•

Empower short-line railroads that serve the rural communities to improve service.

•

Support road and highway programs that will improve the transportation network 		
in the region.

•

Support the development of industrial sites and business centers that will
increase economic development interest from site selectors.

•

Support the expansion of business in the identified sectors of Advanced
Manufacturing, Energy and Chemicals, and Healthcare as a primary focus.

•

Support tourism-related industries that not only bring outside dollars to the region
but also serve as amenities that are important to the quality of life of area
residents, potential new business and potential new workforce.

•

Prepare comprehensive plans, strategic plans and other action plans for
communities that will give them the tools needed to compete for economic
development projects.

•

Encourage cities, counties and economic development organizations to
implement cooperative marketing programs that benefit the entire region,
recognizing the ability of metro and micro areas to draw more interest.

Goal 3:
Increase the growth and success of small business by creating and nurturing a
culture of entrepreneurship and innovation.
•

Coordinate financial assistance programs and support systems for small
business, including the operation of SMPDD’s Revolving Loan Fund.

•

Encourage and facilitate downtown development programs, which often benefit 		
local businesses.

•

Partner with community colleges, four-year institutions and other organizations
to encourage new business start-ups, including the use of business incubators 		
and accelerators.

•

Promote the research and development resources available throughout the
region.
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Goal 4:
Increase the opportunity for individuals to earn family-sustaining wages and
meet the needs of employers by collaborating on and supporting workforce development strategies throughout the region.
•

Establish acceleration committees based on the three identified sectors of focus: 		
Advanced Manufacturing, Energy and Chemicals, Healthcare.

•

Elevate business engagement activities through Business and Industry Outreach 		
Teams comprised of SMPDD staff and in concert with partners.

•

Investigate best practices to raise the employee participation rate.

•

Encourage the certification of ACT WorkReady Communities for all fifteen
counties in the region.

•

Market and promote career pathways for sectors (a diagram of SMPDD’s career 		
pathway model can be found in the Appendix).
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Plan of Action
Goal
Be recognized
as the premier
region in
Mississippi
that thinks
and works
together
regardless of
geographic
boundaries.

Actions

Timelines

Accountability

Measures /
Indicators
Approval by EDA;
Endorsement by
SMPDD Board (5year rewrite)

Coordinate the preparation, maintenance and
implementation of the
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy
to include all 15 SMPDD
counties.

Ongoing;
Annual update

Semi-annual
reporting to
EDA; Annual
review and
update; 5-Year
Rewrite; Department meetings

Provide information to the
Economic Development
Administration on the status of SMPDD programs,
projects, activities and
related needs that may
qualify for EDA funding.

Ongoing

Semi-annual
Approval by EDA
reports to EDA;
Monthly phone
updates with
EDR at EDA;
Department
meetings

Coordinate networking
Ongoing
between federal, state, regional and local agencies
as it relates to the funding
of economic development
projects and other activities.
Act as a contingency hub
that will ensure commerce
continues to flow and
expedite recovery in the
event of natural, political
or economic disasters or
downturns.

Ongoing, especially pertinent
during hurricane
season

Semi-annual
reports to EDA;
Department
meetings

Approval by EDA;
Recognition by
local governments
and agencies as
conveners; Participation in networking activities and
as speakers and
presenters
Recognition by
local governments
and agencies as
conveners and
information providers during times of
need

Ongoing communication
with local
governments,
EOCs, MEMA
and economic
development
allies; Department meetings
Encourage cities and
Ongoing; Partic- Ongoing com- Increase in recounties to implement
ipation in efforts munication with gional/cooperative
cooperative programs that as requested
local governefforts
benefit the entire region,
by local govments; Departrecognizing the ability of
ernment and
ment meetings
metro and micro areas to economic develdraw more interest.
opment allies
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Goal
Create new jobs,
additional wealth,
and a better quality of life for the
region by creating
new and supporting established
economic development programs.

Actions

Timelines

Accountability

Support physical
Ongoing; As
infrastructure improve- requested
ments including water,
sewer, gas, electricity,
broadband and others
identified by economic
development partners.

Ongoing communication with local
government and
economic development allies
including MDA;
Department meetings

Support the develop- Ongoing; As
ment and growth of
requested
airports and seaports
in the region including
access to and from by
rail and truck.

Ongoing communication with local
government and
economic development allies;
Department meetings
Ongoing communication with local
government and
economic development allies;
Department meetings
Ongoing communication with
local government, MDOT and
MPO’s; Department meetings
Ongoing communication with local
government and
economic development allies,
MDA; Department
meetings
Ongoing communication with local
government and
economic development allies,
MDA; Department
meetings

Empower short-line
railroads that serve
the rural communities
to improve service.

Ongoing; As
requested

Support road and
Ongoing; As
highway programs
requested
that will improve the
transportation network
in the region.
Support the development of industrial sites
and business centers that will increase
economic development interest from site
selectors.
Support the expansion of business in
the identified sectors
of Advanced Manufacturing, Energy
and Chemicals, and
Healthcare as a primary focus.
Table Continued on the Following Page

Ongoing; As
requested

Ongoing; As
requested
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Measures /
Indicators
Approval of construction/infrastructure projects submitted for funding;
government adopted plans

Approval of construction/infrastructure projects submitted for funding;
government adopted plans
Ongoing communication with local
government and
economic development allies; Department meetings
Approval of construction/infrastructure projects submitted for funding;
government adopted plans
Approval of construction/infrastructure projects submitted for funding;
government adopted plans; increase
in projects
Employment
growth in sectors;
training growth in
sectors; new partnerships in sectors

Goal

Actions

Timelines

Accountability

Measures /
Indicators
Create new jobs,
Support tourism-related Ongoing; As Ongoing comIncrease in touradditional wealth, industries that not only
requested
munication with ism tax collections
and a better qual- bring outside dollars to
local government in the region;
ity of life for the
the region but also serve
and economic
new partnerships;
region by creating as amenities that are
development/
funded projects
new and support- important to the quality
tourism –related
ing established
of life of area residents,
allies; Departeconomic develpotential new business
ment meetings
opment programs. and potential new workforce.
Prepare comprehensive Ongoing; As
plans, strategic plans
requested
and other action plans
for communities that
will give them the tools
needed to compete for
economic development
projects.

Ongoing communication with
local government
and economic
development allies; Department
meetings

Encourage cities, coun- Ongoing; As
ties and economic derequested
velopment organizations
to implement cooperative marketing programs
that benefit the entire
region, recognizing the
ability of metro and micro areas to draw more
interest

Ongoing comIncrease in coopmunication with erative, regional
local government projects
and economic
development allies; Department
meetings
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Increase in projects; implementation activities
increase

Goal

Actions

Increase the
growth and success of small business by creating
and nurturing a
culture of entrepreneurship and
innovation.

Coordinate financial
assistance programs
and support systems
for small business,
including the operation
of SMPDD’s Revolving
Loan Fund.

Timelines

Accountability

Measures /
Indicators
Ongoing; As Ongoing commuRLF portfolio
requested
nication with local
growth and
government,
performance;
banking partners
Development
and potential clients; and use of new
Department
programs
meetings

Encourage and
facilitate downtown
development
programs, which often
benefit local
businesses.

Ongoing; As Ongoing commurequested
nication with local
government and
other partners; Department meetings

Partner with
community colleges,
four-year institutions
and other
organizations to
encourage new
business start-ups,
including the use of
business incubators
and accelerators.
Promote the research
and development
resources available
throughout the region.

Ongoing; As Ongoing commuNew firms; new
requested
nication with local
partnerships;
government and
funded projects
small business development partners;
Department meetings

Ongoing; As Ongoing commurequested
nication with local
governments and
economic development allies, R&D
resources; Department meetings
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New firms;
Downtown revitalization plans

Increased
partnerships
with R&D resources; funded
projects

Goal
Increase the opportunity for individuals to
earn family-sustaining
wages and meet the
needs of employers
by collaborating on
and supporting workforce development
strategies throughout
the region.

Actions

Timelines

Accountability

Measures /
Indicators

Establish acceleration Ongoing
committees based on
the three identified
sectors of focus:
Advanced Manufacturing, Energy and
Chemicals, Healthcare.

Cooperation
with Twin Districts Workforce
Development
Board; Department meetings

Increase in
participants in onthe-job training,
apprenticeships,
and other training
programs from
sectors; Industry
participation in
meetings

Market and promote
career pathways for
sectors.

Ongoing

Participants
entering identified
sectors – training
or careers; new
partnerships

Elevate business
engagement activities through Business
and Industry Outreach
Teams comprised of
SMPDD staff and in
concert with partners.

Ongoing

Cooperation
with Twin Districts Workforce
Development
Board; Department meetings
Cooperation
with Twin Districts Workforce
Development
Board; Department meetings

Investigate best
practices to raise the
employee participation
rate.

Ongoing

Increase in
businesses
using workforce
services

Increase in workforce participation
rate

Encourage the certifica- Ongoing
tion of ACT WorkReady
Communities for all
fifteen counties in the
region.

Cooperation
with Twin Districts Workforce
Development
Board; Department meetings

Increase in counties participating –
currently 3 of 15
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Increase in
industry visits;
Increase in
businesses using
workforce services

Performance Measures
In accordance with EDA guidelines, a semi-annual report detailing progress achieved
on economic development activities will be prepared. The report will effectively adjust
the CEDS as needed, assimilating new opportunities and addressing unexpected
problems throughout the region. An annual review will be conducted by SMPDD staff
and the CEDS Committee. In addition to the required reporting, other accountability
activities and performance measures are listed in the Plan of Action.
The SMPDD staff and the CEDS Committee will file a new, updated, or revised CEDS
every 5 years; however, should unforeseen circumstances in the economic climate
occur, such as a natural disaster or major economic adjustment, a new CEDS may be
prepared to realign the plan with our current needs.
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Community & Private Sector Participation
There are many partners involved in implementing the CEDS and who are key
leaders in the economic development activities of the region and the state. Some of
those partners include:
Airport Authorities

Mississippi Energy Institute

Economic Development Administration

Mississippi Enterprise for Technology

Delta Regional Authority

Mississippi Gulf Coast Alliance

Department of Labor

Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College

Gulf Coast Business Council

Mississippi Manufacturers Association

Gulf Regional Planning Commission

Mississippi Main Street Association

Hattiesburg-Lamar-Forrest- Petal MPO

Mississippi State Legislature

Innovate Mississippi

Mississippi State University

International Economic Development Council
Local and Regional Banks

National Association of Development
Organizations
Office of the Governor

Local Chambers of Commerce

Pearl River Community College

Local Economic Development Offices

Port Authorities

Jones County Junior College

Renaissance Corporation

Magnolia Business Alliance

Small Business Administration

Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality State Workforce Investment Board
Mississippi Department of Human Services

Stennis Space Center

Mississippi Department of Rehabilitation
Services
Mississippi Department of Transportation

U.S. Congressional Delegation

Mississippi Development Authority

University of Southern Mississippi

Mississippi Economic Council

Utility Companies – electric, gas

Mississippi Economic Development Council

USDA, Rural Development

Mississippi Employment Security Commission

Water Associations

University of Mississippi
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Appendix
I.

Mississippi Map of Labor Force Participation Rates

II.

SMPDD Industrial Site List

III.

SMPDD Flood Mapping Update

IV.

SMPDD Career Pathway Model Diagram
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I. Mississippi Map of Labor Force Participation Rates
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II. SMPDD Industrial Site List
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III. SMPDD Flood Mapping Update
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(credential)

Adult Basic Education

(diploma or equivalent)

High School

Organized Labor
Training/Apprenticeships
(certificate)

(degree or certificate)

Community College

(degree)

University

(certificate)

Workforce Training

in a variety of careers

Enter Workforce

IV. SMPDD Career Pathway Model Diagram

